P(yu • • •,yn) = o (Pes)
with coefficients in a differential field ^ (ordinary or partial) ; here 2 is any subset of the differential polynomial algebra & = ${yi, • • • , y n } over 5\ Denote the set of all solutions of this system by 3 (2) . We seek a measure of the size of 3 (2) . The analogous question for systems of algebraic equations (i.e. for affine algebraic geometry) has a satisfactory answer in the notion of dimension.
In the classical literature, where ^ consists of meromorphic functions on some region of complex w-space, the solution is said to depend on a certain number d of arbitrary functions of m variables; if d = 0 then the solution is said to depend on a certain number of arbitrary functions of w-1 variables; and so on. Of course, except in certain special cases, what this means (how these numbers are defined) is not made precise, and general results are therefore wanting.
The Ritt theory (see [l] ) contains the beginning of a general answer to the question (when SF is of characteristic 0). First 2 is replaced by the perfect differential ideal a generated by 23; this is harmless since 3(2) =30*). Then a is expressed as the intersection of its components, a = piH • • • Hp r ; since 30*)=3(l>i)^ * ' * ^S($r), the question is reduced to the case in which S is a prime differential ideal p of Ö-. In what follows we present another measure, which is sufficiently fine, and describe its relation to d(fi) and some of its other properties; it is vaguely reminiscent of Hubert's "characteristic function" for homogeneous polynomial ideals. 2 For the sake of simplicity we continue to suppose that the differential field ^ is of characteristic 0; we denote the derivation operators of SF by ôi, • • • , 5 m . We omit the proofs. All details, as well as generalization to nonzero characteristic, will appear in a book now in preparation.
We recall that a polynomial ƒ £2? [X] in one indeterminate is said to be numerical if jf(s)£Z for all sufficiently big s£iV. Any ƒ can be written in the form where a* G J? and In the classical terminology we could say that the solution of the system P = 0 (P£p) depends on d' arbitrary functions of m' variables (but not on any arbitrary functions of more than m' variables).
It would be interesting to find other differential birational invariants.
